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INTRODUCTION 
In cattle the presence or absence of horns is determined by an autosomal dominant locus 
(White and Ibsen, 1936). Scurs are small bony growths on the head of cattle that develop in the 
same area as the horn and are a sex influenced trait, where the scurred allele is dominant in 
males and recessive in females (White and Ibsen 1936; Long and Gregory, 1978; Asai and 
Schmutz, 2000). The presence of horns will clearly mask the presence of scurs since both occur 
in the same location on the head of cattle. Long and Gregory (1978) have suggested that 
homozygosity at the polled locus masks scur growth unless the individual is also homozygous 
at the scur locus. The purpose of this article is to develop a statistical method for linkage 
analysis that accounts for the possible specific interactions of the polled and scurred genes to 
facilitate accurate mapping of these genes in cattle. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Inheritance modes of the polled and scurred traits are assumed as reported in the literature, i.e., 
the polled gene is autosome dominant and the scurred gene is dominant in males and recessive 
in females. A cross is assumed between two phase-known heterozygous parents with two 
biallelic markers flanking the two genes. Linkage between the two genes is allowed so that the 
results are applicable to both linked and unlinked genes, although thus far results in the 
literature suggest that the polled and scurred genes are located on different chromosomes 
(Georges et al. 1993; Asai and Schmutz, 2000). In the case of linked genes the order of the loci 
is assumed to be known and is: A, polled, scurred,  B. A slight modification could allow the 
theory to account for alternative orderings, but this is not addressed here.  The ability to detect 
linkage between two genes with epistasis (interaction) effect makes the method generally 
applicable to both linked and unlinked genes. Recombination frequency is calculated by 
θ=nr/N, where θ=recombination frequency between two loci, N=number of gametes in the 
offspring, and nr=number of recombinants observed in the offspring. Iterative solutions are 
developed using the method of direct and indirect counting method (Da, 2001) because the 
resulting estimators of recombination frequencies are complex higher order polynomial 
functions.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A cross between two phase-known heterozygous parents is assumed. Let A and B denote the 
markers which flank the two linked genes, then θ1 = recombination frequency between marker 
A and the polled gene, and θ2 = recombination frequency between the two genes (which if the 
genes are unlinked is set at 50%), and θ3 = recombination frequency between marker B and the 
scurred gene. Thus assuming the genes are unlinked, one would use the formulae pertaining to 
marker A to map the polled gene, and the formulae pertaining to marker B to map the scurred 
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gene.  Genotypic and phenotypic distributions, as well as expected recombinants for each 
marker-trait phenotype are summarized in Table 1, where genotypic and phenotypic 
frequencies are defined separately in Table 2.  
 
Table 1. Offspring phenotypes and recombinants from the mating of APSB/apsb × 
APSB/apsb 
 
Genotype 
and phenotype 

Number of  
offspring Frequency Male and female recombinants 

Marker Trait  M F  M  F  M F 

AA polled m1 f1 qA1 qA10 p13 /qA1 (p13+p11+p12)/qA10 
AA scurred m2 f2 qA2 qA11 (p10+p11+p12)/qA2 p10/qA11 

AA horned m3 f3 qA3 qA12 2 2 

Aa polled m4 f4 qA4 qA13 
(p16+p17+p24+p26)/ 
qA4 

(p16+p17+p24+2p26+ 
2p22+2p23)/qA13 

Aa scurred m5 f5 qA5 qA14 
(p15+2p19+2p22+ 
2p23) /qA5 

(p15+p19)/qA14 

Aa horned m6 f6 qA6 qA15 1 1 

aa polled m7 f7 qA7 qA16 (2p6+2p31+p35)/qA7 
(2p6+2p31+p35+p32+ 
p33+p34)/qA16 

aa scurred m8 f8 qA8 qA17 
(2p5+p32+p33+p34)/ 
qA8 

(2p5)/qA17 

aa horned m9 f9 qA9 qA18 0 0 

BB polled m1 f1 qB1 qB10 (2p3 +2p14+p10)/qB1 
(2p3+2p14+p10+ 
p11+p12)/qB10 

BB scurred m2 f2 qB2 qB11 (p11+p12)/qB2 0 

BB horned m3 f3 qB3 qB12 (2p4 +p13)/qB3 (2p4 +p13)/qB12 

Bb polled m4 f4 qB4 qB13 
(2p19+p27+p28+ 
p28)/qB4 

(2p19+p27+p28+ 
p28+2p22+2p23)/qB13 

Bb scurred m5 f5 qB5 qB14 
(p15+p16+ 
p17+2p22+2p23)/qB5 

1 

Bb horned m6 f6 qB6 qB15 (p24 +2p26+p30)/qB6 (p24 +2p26+p30)/qB15 
bb polled m7 f7 qB7 qB16 (p32)/qB7 (p32+p33+p34)/qB16 

bb scurred m8 f8 qB8 qB17 
(2p5+2p31+p33+p34)/
qB8 

2 

bb horned m9 f9 qB9 qB18 (2p6 +p35)/qB9 (2p6 +p35)/qB18 
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Table 2. Definitions for genotypic and phenotypic frequencies in Table 1 
 
p1, p8 =¼(1-θ1)²(1-θ2)² p23 =½(θ1)²(1-θ2)² 
p20 =½(1-θ1)²(1-θ2)² p9, p18, p25, p36 =½(1-θ1)² θ2(1-θ2) 
p2, p7 =¼(1-θ1)²( θ2)² p10, p13, p16, p17, p28, p29, p32, p35 =½θ1(1-θ1) θ2(1-θ2) 
p21 =½(1-θ1)²( θ2)² p11, p15, p30, p33 =½θ1(1-θ1)(1-θ2)² 
p3, p6 =¼(θ1)²( θ2)² p12, p24, p27, p34 =½θ1(1-θ1)²( θ2)² 
p22 =½(θ1)²( θ2)² p14, p19, p26, p31 =½(θ1)² θ2(1-θ2) 
p4, p5 =¼(θ1)² (1-θ2)²  
qA1 = p2+p9+p13 qA10 = p2+p9+p13+p11+p12 
qA2 = p1+p10+p11+p12 qA11 = p1+p10 
qA3 = p3+p4+p14 qA12 = p3+p4+p14 
qA4 = p16+p17+p24+p25+p26 qA13 = p16+p17+p24+p25+p26+p20+p21+p22+p23 
qA5 = p15+p18+p19+p20+p21+p22+p23 qA14 = p15+p18+p19 
qA6  = p27+p28+p29+p30 qA15 = p27+p28+p29+p30 
qA7  = p6+p31+p35 qA16 = p6+p31+p35+p32+p33+p34 
qA8  = p5+p32+p33+p34 qA17 = p5 
qA9 = p7+p8+p36 qA18 = p7+p8+p36 
qB1 = p3+p10+p14 qB10 = p3+p10+p14+p11+p12 
qB2 = p1+p9+p11+p12 qB11 = p1+p9 
qB3 = p2+p4+p13 qB12 = p2+p4+p13 
qB4 = p18+p19+p27+p28+p29 qB13 = p18+p19+p27+p28+p29+p20+p21+p22+p23 
qB5 = p15+p16+p17+p20+p21+p22+p23 qB14 = p15+p16+p17 
qB6  = p24+p25+p26+p30 qB15 = p24+p25+p26+p30 
qB7  = p7+p32+p36 qB16 = p7+p32+p36+p33+p34 
qB8  = p5+p31+p33+p34 qB17 = p5+p31 
qB9 = p6+p8+p35 qB18 = p6+p8+p35 
Note: for the definitions of pi for marker B, θ1 is replaced by θ3. 
 
The above is the basis of the equations for each of the two markers with the interaction 
between the polled and scurred loci.  In the final equation expressing θ1 as a function of θ1 and 
θ2, the male and female offspring are combined yielding: 
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θ1=m1/(2nq1)(p13)+m2/(2nqA2)(p10+p11+p12)+2m3/(2n)+m4/(2nqA4)(p16+p17+p24+2p26)+m5/(2n 
qA5)(p15+2p19+2p22+2p23)+m6/(2n)+m7/(2nqA7)(2p06+2p31+p35)+m8/(2nqA8)(2p05+p32+p33+p34) 
+f1/(2nqA10)(p13+p11+p12)+f2/(2nqA11)(p10)+2f3/(2n)+f4/(2nqA13)(p16+p17+p24+2p26+2p22+2p23) 
+f5/(2nqA14)(p15+2p19)+f6/(2n)+f7/(2nqA15)(2p06+2p31+p35+p32+p33+p34)+2f8/(2n);    (1) 
 
θ3=m1/(2nqB1)(2p3 +2p14+p10)+m2/(2nqB2)(p11+p12)+2m3/(2nqB3)(2p4+p13)+m4/(2nqB4) 
(2p19+p27+p28+ p28)+m5/(2nqB5)( p15+p16+ p17+2p22+2p23)+m6/(2nqB6)( p24 +2p26+p30)+m7/(2n 
qB7)( p32)+m8/(2nqB8)(2p5+2p31+p33+p34)+m9/(2nqB9)(2p6 +p35)+f1/(2nqB10)(2p3 +2p14+p10+ 
p11+p12)+f3/(2nqB12)(2p4+p13)+f4/(2nqB13)(2p19+p27+p28+ p28+2p22+2p23)+f5/(2n)+ f6/(2nqB15) 
(p24 +2p26+p30)+f7/(2nqB16)(p32+p33+p34)+2f8/(2n)+f9/(2nqB18)(2p6 +p35);     (2) 
 
From Table 2, it is clear that equations (1) and (2) have three unknowns. To create a solvable 
system, chiasma interference is assumed absent. With this assumption and repeated usage of 
the relation, θik = θij + θjk ! 2θijθjk, where loci i , j, and k have the order of i-j-k, θ2 can be 
expressed in terms of the other two unknowns (θ1 and θ3) and the recombination frequency 
between the two markers (θAB), i.e.,  
θ2 = (θAB ! θ1 ! θ3 + 2θ1θ3) / [(1 ! 2θ3)(1 ! 2θ1)].     (3) 
 
Substituting (3) into the equations (1) and (2) yields two equations with two unknowns (θ1, and 
θ3) which can be solved simultaneously using iterations. If the two genes are unlinked, a value 
of θ2=0.5 is substituted into equations (1) and (2), and equation (3) is ignored.  This then gives 
two independent implicit expressions, one for θ1 and one for θ3. Each of these two equations 
can be solved iteratively.  
 
Equations (1) and (2) were evaluated for accuracy using simulated data. The resulting estimates 
of recombination frequencies were exactly the same as the assumed true parameter values 
when the observed and expected distributions were equal. With true recombination frequencies 
of θ1=θ3=0.15 and initial values θ1=θ3=0.05 and θ1=θ3=0.45, iterative solutions to equations (1) 
and (2) required less than 34 iterations and 0.15 seconds of CPU time for unlinked genes. 
Linked genes required similar computing time.  
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